Challenges in the pharmaceutical development of lipid-based short interfering ribonucleic acid therapeutics.
Harnessing RNA interference as a therapeutic approach has the potential to significantly expand the druggable target space, offering new hope for treatment of diseases that cannot be addressed with existing classes of drugs. A number of siRNA therapeutics have already progressed into preclinical and clinical development. Of these, lipid-based systems have emerged as one of the most mature classes of systemic delivery technologies. Despite tremendous advances in development, a number of significant challenges must still be addressed to enable commercialization of a lipid-based siRNA pharmaceutical product. This review addresses specific challenges inherent to the pharmaceutical development of lipid-based siRNA therapeutics. Focus is placed on the development of a robust manufacturing process, the setting of appropriate product specifications and controls, development of strategies to assess and ensure product stability, and the evaluation of product comparability throughout development. Discovering and developing a lipid-based siRNA therapeutic that can be commercialized requires engineering a particle that selectively and efficiently delivers the cargo to the target tissue and cellular compartment. The particle assembly must be strictly controlled and physical properties thoroughly characterized to successfully develop an understanding of particle attributes that influence in vivo pharmaceutical properties. Correlation of particle physio-chemical properties to product performance is the foundation for advancements in discovery and assuring quality in a commercial drug product. Although difficult, we believe these development challenges can be addressed with appropriate scientific resources and that the industry will continue to progress siRNA therapeutic candidates through clinical development.